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“A poultice made from chimney soot will heal
the gut and bring you luck.”

Source: Derbyshire, 17th c. Thought to originate
from the village of Tideswell and inspired by a
local chimney sweep called Lucky Tom. 

Thomas Cresswell was renowned for both his
apparent good luck and his abnormally regular
bowel movements. In 1694, Creswell had tripped
on his way to work, dislodging a stone which
revealed a cache of Roman gold coins. Despite his
windfall he continued to tend to the chimneys of
the village with locals attributing his digestive
and financial successes to his contact with soot. 

CHIMNEY SOOT
BY MATT HILL

INVENTING
LOCAL

SAYINGS
Thi say a weddin’ i’May

keeps t’Kunderman at bay

And to never toss crumbs for the crows

Set off at last calf’s moo

Climb Bleaklow in moon dew

And always share swedes with your foes

But if you think I’m a-larkin’

when you should be ‘arkin

'Ere’s just one more thing you must know

Leave t’first strawberries at t’cairn

to please Lucifer’s bairn

(And tis best to ingest this as rote!)

For if you forget

and no berries are left

Then the devil ‘is sen claims yer throat.

'TIS CUSTOMARY IN GLOSSOP
BY MICHELLE COLLIER
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A simple pull at the wedged coin could not get it free.
And so, the boy knelt on the rocks, wedged his foot into a
small fissure to steady himself, and dug both hands into
the muddy bed of the stream to feel out the rest of the
coin.

......

The witch’s hands were on his wrists in an instant. Her
fingers fibrous sludge, wrapping and tightening and
pulling him into the pool. The boy gasped and tried to
yank his snared arms free, sending a blistering pain all
the way up to his shoulders. He thrashed this way, then
that, resisting her for a long moment until – with a
sickening pop at the socket – the boy screamed and
buckled and merged with his own reflection,
disappearing into the deep of Old Nat Nutter’s Porridge
Kettle.

_

Beyond the woods, all was dark save for the lights of
Glossopdale flickering in the night. Now, one by one, the
lights closed their eyes and the town turned to its
slumber.










